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Of 

One 



“Power Of One” 

We invite you to 
explore our 

organization, 
discover our 

philosophy, our 
abilities, and our 

dedication.  It will 
become very 
evident how 

Quadra’s 
philosophy, The 

“Power of One” , 
can provide you 

with “One Source” 
for all your 

logistical  and 
project 

management 
needs regardless of 
the location, size or 

complexity. 

“One Solution” 

“One Vision” 

“One Standard” 

“One World” 

“One Relationship” 

“One Goal” 

“One Philosophy” 

“One Company” “One Call” 

“One Mission” 

“One Stop” 



“Power Of One” 

What is… 

 The “Power of One”? 

The “Power of One” is 
simply “One Call” to “One 
Company” that will access 

you to an all-inclusive 
commitment, 

implementing a full-picture 
vision approach, superior 
customer service, industry 

knowledge, high safety 
standards and 

environmental awareness.   

“We recognize that QLG’s success is wholly 
dependent on the success of our customers” 

One Philosophy 

An innovative partnership, inspired by our clients, our philosophy of the “Power of 
One” , enables us to meet and exceed the expectations of the clients we serve. 

Individualizing each organization and recognizing that no two have the same exact 
needs and requirements.  

 
Regularly reviewing our long standing relationships with customers and vendors, 

with the goal of providing quality service and competitive rates to our clients.  We 
tailor and integrate our services to your needs, coordinate the entire physical 

process,  while keeping  you informed at all times.   



“Power Of One” 

One  
Mission 

Quadra works toward recognizing the individual 
needs of each customer, and to develop and 

maintain mutually profitable relationships with 
both clients and vendors. This allows us to evolve 

to the numerous requests and requirements of our 
industries leaders.   

Earning and sustaining worldwide admiration of our 
clients, while delivering our “Power of One” dedication of 
strong global resources, industry intelligence and devoted 
customer service.  Teaming with our customers to develop 

a mutual vision, trust and open communication, with a 
goal of building strength and diversification in our ever 

changing industry. 

One Vision 



“Power Of One” 

Now, Quadra is an independent organization offering integrated logistics, 
transportation, storage, project management, and many related services, as a 

worldwide force. Collectively, the QLG network consists of affiliate offices in more 
than 40 countries, all of whom are carefully selected partners, covering thousands 

of locations.  

One Company 

Quadra Logistics Group works for you – 
Whatever and wherever your needs may be.   

Quadra Logistics Group (QLG) was founded 
by a shipping executive in Calgary, AB 

Canada over a quarter of a century ago.  
QLG emerged from an immense and diverse 

logistics background.   

Joseph S. Grebely 
President & COO 

Ph:403-543-3939 
Fax:403-543-3935 

qlg@telusplanet.net 
 

“Power of One” 



“Power Of One” 

Quadra is not your typical, nor the 
largest transportation and logistics 

company you could contract your needs 
to… . However, “One Call” will access a 

resource set which can assist you 
completely, competitively, and 

consistently in every aspect of your 
contract or project requirements. 

Transportation, storage, turnkey camp 
packages, and project management are 

just a few full service distinctions that set 
Quadra apart from our peers.   

One Call 

You’re waiting for a shipment in Cape 
Town, South Africa.  The promised 
delivery date comes and goes, and 

still, no sign of your container. Do you 
contact the shipping company? The 

vendor in Saigon? The terminal 
operator? The port authorities? Or 

maybe the trucking company 
responsible for shipment from the 

harbor to your headquarters…? 

“One Call” to Quadra will provide you a 
dedicated team to assist you with any 

transportation related request.  
Providing industry experience, 
customized high level service, 

documentation and customs support; so 
rest assure your cargo is safely 

transported to its destination… cost 
effectively!   

Fortunately, with Quadra this is not a 
dilemma our customers ever need to 
face, keeping our clients informed on 
their projects and shipments at first 
sign of concern or delay.  QLG means 

more than just expert global coverage 
– it is also your assurance of 

responsibility. QLG stands for end to 
end accountability, to and from any 

point in the world. 



• Road Transport 
 
QLG collaborative partnerships extend to an enormous fleet of trucks.  Fleet 
vehicles include Flat Decks, Step Decks, Double Drops, B-Trains, Vans, Reefers, 
Roll-Tite’s and RGN’s. We have the ability to offer single and team drivers. 
Whatever your needs are, we have the trailers to handle them. 

“Power Of One” 

One Stop 



• Heavy Haul & Over-Dimensional Transport 
 
Specialized truck and trailer combinations designed to handle exceptionally 
“super-sized” cargo is at your disposal.  You have access to Multi-Axle Trailers, High 
capacity lift cranes, shoring, matting, temporary bridging and complete on-site 
management means whether your cargo is slated for across town or to the far 
reaches of the globe, QLG-managed solutions are your best choice for a successful 
project. 



“Power Of One” 

Efficient coordination is a major advantage when dealing with a one-stop logistics 
supplier like Quadra Logistics Group.  Learn more about the synergies of using 

QLG for all your transportation needs. 

• Ocean Freight 
QLG offers an economical sea route 
for cargo between Europe, the 
Americas, the Middle East and Asia.  
QLG has expansive relationships 
with many of the world’s ocean 
carriers. This allows us to  ship at 
competitive rates which are 
available for both less-than-full-
container-loads (LCL), and full-
container-loads (FCL). 
 
• Air Freight 
 
For fast and efficient transport to and from any city around the world, choose 
QLG.  Allow us to use our existing relationships, size and bargaining power to 
work to your advantage.  Our global partnership agreements with major carriers 
enable even the most urgent requests to be met quickly and with fair rates.  A 
service combination of sea and air freight is also available, which offers you both 
flexibility as well as savings on air cost and sea transit times. 



“Power Of One” 

• Rail Transport 
 

QLG has access to any rail car type, for any purpose, anywhere in the world. 
• Do you require TOFC Intermodal Service?  365,000 containers are at your disposal. 
• Do you require Schnabel Cars with 1500 MT tonnes capacity?  49 are available. 
• Do you need just a simple box car?  Worldwide there 300,000 at your disposal.   
The bottom line is, whether you need rail service for any cargo type in Pakistan, South 
Africa , The Andes Express, or just here in North America, QLG is your source for the 
most cost efficient land transport mode of all – rail.  



• Warehousing and Distribution 
 
Quadra Logistics Group has access to state-of-
the-art logistics facilities throughout North 
America, Europe, the Middle East, Asia and the 
Indian Subcontinent.  This enables companies to 
reduce their capital investment and allows a 
flexible response to market demands.  QLG 
meets customer demands for safe storage, fast 
order response and minimum inventory levels. 

“Power Of One” 



• Project Logistics 
 

QLG provides solutions for complex logistics tasks.  Whether your needs are 
getting an oil rig safely to its destination, making sure that a remote mine has all 
that is required to commence construction or that a gas plant expansion is 
completed on budget and on time. Quadra Logistics Group has the requisite 
experience, skill and resources to ensure that your needs are met.  While many 
of QLG’s solutions are proprietary, our main goal is the collaborative 
development of solutions to fit your exacting needs and budget. 

“Power Of One” 



“Power Of One” 

Quadra staff work to aid in the ‘Go Green’ movement for the sustainable future of 
our planet.  Working together, our team recycles not only common office surplus, 

but also our everyday waste. We donate 100% of the funds from recycled materials 
to a Calgary Minor Soccer Team.  

 
We utilize todays current technologies to reduce paper consumption in our everyday 

office functions whenever and wherever possible. 
 

Although the world may seem to be getting smaller, it is still a daunting task for most 
companies to control the flow of goods across the globe efficiently and within strict 

budgets.  Furthermore, different local customs only add to the challenge.  This is why 
more and more companies are looking to outsource their logistics and distribution 

functions to focus on their core business.   

 
If your company is one of them, or if you can see this as an asset, Quadra Logistics 

Group is the company to choose.  We’ve created a network for today’s 
interconnected world – one that is global in scope but built on a solid foundation of 
local QLG staff and  trusted partnerships.  Our far-reaching logistics experience can 

help you to gain an edge in today’s intensely competitive global marketplace.  

One World 



“Power Of One” 

One Standard 
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Whether the subject is warehouse management, information technology, or 
cargo security, QLG is on the forefront of the advanced systems and 
solutions available.  No matter where in the world you cargo is, you can be 
assured that you will encounter consistently high standards.  Our 
collaborative partnerships allow us to  provide real time updates and 
progress reports on customer cargo.  Sophisticated information technology 
plays a key role in providing shippers and manufacturers with a smooth, 
end to end result. Available upon request…Your company will be able to 
take advantage of QLGWare, our proprietary system for efficient inventory 
control and supply chain management.  Detailed tracking systems will 
ensure effective freight management and marshaling. 

Customer Service is at the heart of our operations.  We recognize that 
excellent customer services is at the very core of any thriving business. Our 
approach demonstrates active listening and comprehension skills that  help 
us engage customers with intellectual questioning to ensure our clients 
goals and requirements are understood and fulfilled to their satisfaction.    

Quadra ensures all vendors meet any specific requirements of our 
customers safety standards. QLG actively follows developments in 
increasingly important areas of health and safety. We are in compliance 
with C-TPAT, AMS, ISNetworld and PICS to ensure the highest standards for 
our customers – standards as demanding as your own.  

You’re in good hands with Quadra Logistics Group. 



“Power Of One” 

Quadra places great value in the long term relationships we develop with our clients, 
vendors and staff.  We  work in unison with our clients to develop comprehensive 

proposals to meets their needs. We always strive to strengthen the trust and loyalty 
within our network. Operating together, exchanging ideas, sharing resources and 

partnering with a joint vision will enable us to find a seamless solution to any logistical 
challenge.  Quadra provides exceptional support while breeding an atmosphere of 

open communication to foster a relationship that will result in the successful 
completion of even the most difficult projects.  

One Relationship 



“Power Of One” 

One Goal 

In the competitive market of logistics services, only suppliers who are innovative 
will succeed.  For more than a quarter century, Quadra Logistics Group utilizes 

exceptional creative thinking to solve the most complex logistical challenges. QLG 
brings new ideas to even “routine” distribution assignments.  We believe this is the 

only responsible way to grow your business – and ours.  We stay in touch with 
market needs by maintaining an ongoing dialogue with our customers and vendors 

alike.  By utilizing innovative methods combined with the traditional face to face 
communication, we ensure that we and our customers are always on the same level.  
QLG has the same goal as you – to ensure your expectations are met each and every 

time we work together, each and every place you need to go.   



One Solution 

Our highly motivated staff take 
ownership of emergency situations 

quickly and efficiently to decrease any 
impact to our client. The Quadra team is 

detailed, efficient and utilizes strong 
resources to prepare all required client 

reports and documents correctly the 
first time. This is why our customers 

make one call, and then rest easy.     

A new mining project has been given the go ahead. You are responsible 
for finding knowledgeable and experienced personnel for the project 
planning, logistics, customs brokerage, camp builds etc. all within a 
strict budget.  Imagine a cost effective option of an existing support 

team that is available with “One Call”.  No interviews, training or 
salaries will save you time and money!  

“Power Of One” 

More than a quarter century of experience 
has given us the unique ability to develop 

and execute optimal solutions for any given 
situation. Our proficiency in a number of 

specialized sectors also offers an excellent 
basis for designing innovative solutions.  

Reliable suppliers are partnering with QLG 
to set up global super-hubs. Manufacturers 
have turned to us for assistance with global 

sourcing of components to develop 
manufacturing  centers around the world.  

 Quadra offers a simple solution for all your contract or project needs!   We are driven 
by our mission to earn the global admiration of our clients. We utilize our global 

resources, industry intelligence and systems expertise to create business growth and 
sustainability in todays competitive markets.   

 
 
QLG also offers a Business Volume Pricing Advantage to clients… . Saving you time and 

of course money! 



“Power Of One” 

Simply stated, Quadra Logistics has only “One Goal”… 
 

To supply our clients with the most efficient, cost effective source for 
transportation, logistics, warehousing, project management and any other service 

connected with product acquisition and placement. 

Quadra welcomes you and looks forward to your business! 

ONE company, ONE call, ONE 
Philosophy, ONE standard, ONE Goal, 
and ONE Solution… satisfying ONE 

client at a time! 

Why the “Power of One”? 

Fundamentally we rely on our philosophy of the  
“Power of One” 

To provide the highest level of dedicated service, pricing and integrity with a focus 
on developing and maintaining strong relationships and commitment to exceed our 

clients expectations. 

Why Quadra Logistics? 

QUADRA IS “THE POWER OF ONE” 


